A method to combine numerical optimization and EMG data for the estimation of joint moments under dynamic conditions.
To solve the problem of muscle redundancy at the level of opposing muscle groups, an alternative method to inverse dynamics must be employed. Considering the advantages of existing alternatives, the present study was aimed to compute knee joint moments under dynamic conditions using electromyographic (EMG) signals combined with non-linear constrained optimization in a single routine. The associated mathematical problems accounted for muscle behavior in an attempt to obtain accurate predictions of the resultant moment as well as physiologically realistic estimates of agonist and antagonist moments. The experiment protocol comprised (1) isometric trials to determine the most effective EMG processing for the prediction of the resultant moment and (2) stepping-in-place trials for the calculation of joint moments from processed EMG under dynamic conditions. Quantitative comparisons of the model predictions with the output of a biological-based model, showed that the proposed method (1) produced the most accurate estimates of the resultant moment and (2) avoided possible inconsistencies by enforcing appropriate constraints. As a possible solution for solving the redundancy problem under dynamic conditions, the proposed optimization formulation also led to realistic predictions of agonist and antagonist moments.